1. Introduction. In the theory of retracts for finite-dimensional metrizable spaces it is well known that the absolute retracts are the spaces which are both contractible and locally contractible and that the absolute neighborhood retracts are the spaces which are locally contractible (Kuratowski [10, p. 289] and Dugundji [4, p. 244] ). Thus it seems natural to drop the finite-dimensionality condition and try to describe absolute retracts and absolute neighborhood retracts in terms of some strong kind of contractibility.
One is quickly led to consider the concept of local equiconnectedness (introduced by Fox in [5] and called ULC by Serre in [12, p. 490] ). In the first part of this paper we discuss these concepts and some results relating them to the theory of retracts. Having done this we prove some theorems on the union of (locally) equiconnected spaces analogous to well-known theorems for absolute (neighborhood) retracts.
2. Equiconnected spaces and absolute retracts. In this paper an absolute retract (AR) is a metrizable space which is a retract of each metrizable space containing it as a closed subspace. An absolute neighborhood retract (ANR) is a metrizable space which is a neighborhood retract of each metrizable space containing it as a closed subspace.
Let X be a topological space, let A be a subset of the product space X X X and let t be a map ( = continuous function) from A X I (where / is the unit interval) to X. r is said to have the connecting property on A iff r(x,y,0) = x,r(x,y, 1) = y, for all ix,y)EA, and r(x,x,/) = x for any (x,x)EA.
A topological space X is equiconnected (EC) iff there is a map r from XX X X I to X which has the connecting property on X X X. X is locally equiconnected (LEC) iff there is a neighborhood V of the diagonal in X X X and a map r from V X I to X which has the connecting property on V. In the first definition r is a connecting map for X; in the second, V is a connecting neighborhood and t is a local connecting map for X.
Since every metrizable space can be regarded as a closed subspace of a convex set in a Banach space, it can easily be shown that every AR (ANR) is EC (LEC). It is also easy to show that every LEC space is locally contractible, and that every EC space is both contractible and locally contractible. Hence, for finite-dimensional metrizable spaces, the AR (ANR) and EC (LEC) properties coincide.
It does not seem likely that the EC (LEC) property implies the AR (ANR) property for arbitrary metric spaces. However, in this connection, the following four theorems have some interest.
Theorem 1. A topological space X is LEC iff each open covering a of X
has an open refinement ß with the following property: if Y is any space and f, g are ß-near maps from Y to X, then there is an a-homotopy ht from Y to X such that ht connects f to g and ht(y) = f(y) for all t when f(y) = g(y).
Proof. First suppose that r is a local connecting map for X and that a is an open covering of X. It is easy to see that there is an open refinement ß of a such that, for each UEß, Ux t/X J£domainr and r(U X U X I)
is contained in some member of a. Now let /, g be 0-near maps from Y to X. Then the homotopy ht defined by ht(y) = T(f(y),g(y),t), for y £ Y, t E I, is the desired homotopy.
On the other hand, suppose X satisfies the conditions in the latter half of the theorem. Let a = [X] and let ß be an open refinement as described in the theorem. Let Y= \j[UX U\UEß] and define ß-near maps /, g from Y to X by f(x,y) = x, g(x,y) = y, for (x,y) £ Y. Then the resulting a-homotopy connecting / to g is a local connecting map for X.
We need some terminology before stating the next theorem. Let V be a subset of X X X. A subset A of X is V-small iff A X A £ V. A map t from Yx I to X is V-small on B £ Y iff the set T(y, I) is V-small for ally£ß.
Theorem 2. // X is a metrizable ANR, then there exists a neighborhood V of the diagonal in X X X such that for each closed subset B of V and each V-small map a from B X I to X with the connecting property on B, there is a local connecting map from VX I to X which extends a.
With V = XX X and no smallness restriction on a, a similar theorem for AR spaces can be obtained. In either case, the converse is unknown.
Proof. This theorem is similar to a theorem proved by Hu in [9, IV, 1.3] ; the argument used here is similar to Hu's. Suppose X is an ANR. Then X is LEC; so let X be a local connecting map for X. Let W be a neighborhood of the diagonal A in X X X such that (Wo W) X I C domain X, and let V be a neighborhood of A such that V£ W and X is W-small on V.
(This can be done by means of the connecting property of X.)
Now let B and a be as described in the statement of the theorem. Let 
t is the desired local connecting map.
In the following theorem, we obtain a characterization of ANR spaces. In it and in the next theorem, Un+1 denotes the topological product of n + 1 copies of U and sn denotes the Euclidean re-simplex with vertices (a) The map t from Ul^XllUEa] to X defined by t(x0, xx, t) = Xn+1 X s" for each n, and replace "local connecting" in (a) by "connecting."
Proof. Suppose that X is an ANR and that it is a closed subspace of a convex set Z in a Banach space. Since X is an ANR there is a retraction p of a neighborhood K of X onto X. Let ß be an open cover of X by convex sets in Z each of which is contained in K, and let a = [Vp\X\VEß]-Define t" from U {lf+1 X s"\ U £ a ] to X by tAxo, ■ ■ -,xn; tQ, • • ■,tn) = p(2_,tiXij, if (x0,---,xn;í0)...,ín)£U{Lr+1xs',|í/£aí.
It is easy to see that, with these definitions of a and t", conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. To prove (c), suppose V is a neighborhood of a point x in X. Let M be a convex neighborhood of x such that M is contained in some member of ß and p(M) £ V, and let W = M n X. Then W+1X s" £ domain r" and t"( W+1 X s") £ P(M) £ V. Next we define a map V from AT to X. Let Af" be the n-dimensional skeleton of N and suppose that -< is a total ordering of the set N0 of vertices of A7. For each i/£ ô choose xt/£ U and define ^0 from N0 to X by ^oi^t/) = Xt/for each L/£ô. Since iV0 has the discrete topology, \f/0 is continuous. Now supposing that a map ^"_i from Nn_x to X has been defined, define \pn on N" as follows. If y £ Nn_x, let ^n(y) = ^"-iOO-H y is in an re-simplex of Nn with vertices vUq, ■■-,vUn, written in increasing order, say y = T,xivUi, let *Pn(y) = tAXUq, ■ ■ -,xuA x0, • • -,x").
Conditions (a) and (b) insure that the maps \p0,\px, ■■■ are defined consistently. Define \p = Uj^"|re = 0,1, ■ • • j. 4> is continuous since it is continuous on each closed simplex of N.
It remains to show that \p<p is ß-homotopic to the identity map of X. Define a homotopy h as follows. If x£X, suppose U0,---,Un are the members of 5 which contain x and that vUo ■< • ■ ■ -< vUn. Then let h(x,t) = Tn+x(xUo, ■ ■ ■,xUn,x;t\u0(x), ---JXuAx),! -t).
Since ô is a star refinement of y (and hence also of a), h is well defined.
To see that h is continuous, note that each point x0 of X has a neighborhood M meeting only finitely many sets, say U0, ■■-, Un of b. Then, by (b), the formula above defines h for all x £ M. Thus h is continuous on M. Using (a) and (b), it is clear that h(x,0) = x and h(x, 1) = \p<p(x) for all x£X. Finally, let x £ X, let U0,---,Un be the members of <5 which contain x, and let WE y be such that U j Ut\0 ^ i ^ n ] £ W. Then h(x, I) E Tn+x(W+2X sn+1), and the latter is contained in some member of ß.
So re is a 0-homotopy. It is natural to look for a condition which a given (local) connecting function for a space can satisfy in order to imply that the space is an AR (ANR). A space X is strictly LEC iff there is a local connecting map t for X and, for each x £ X, a local base ßx at x such that, for each x £ X and each BEßx,T is defined on Bx Bx I and carries that set into B. X is strictly EC iff there is a connecting map for X which makes X at the same time EC and strictly LEC. Each t" is well defined since, for each UE a, say U = Intß with BEß, and each re, we have t"([/"+1 X s") EB. Moreover, for each W such that Then wn is a closed map (see [8] ) and h" = T"oir". Hence r" is continuous iff hn is, and the latter function is clearly continuous. The second half of the theorem follows since every EC space is contractible and every contractible ANR is an AR.
Unfortunately, the converse of Theorem 4 is not true. The reason is that every point of a strictly LEC space has arbitrarily small closed neighborhoods which are strictly EC, and hence every strictly LEC space is a local AR. If we let AR(C) denote the class of compact metric AR's, it follows that every compact metric strictly LEC space is a local AR(C). But there is an example due to Borsuk [2] of a space which is an AR (C) but not a local AR(C).
In the remainder of the paper we prove some theorems on the union of EC and LEC spaces analogous to the well-known theorems of Hanner [7] , and Aronszajn and Borsuk, [ l] and [3], for AR's and ANR's.
3. Local Properties of LEC. It is easy to see that every open subset U of an LEC space X is also an LEC space. In fact if t is a local connecting map for X, then such a map can be found for U by restricting t to a suitable neighborhood of the diagonal in U X U. We also have the following. Lemma 1. Let a metrizable space X be the union of two closed sets A and B, let VA be an X X X neighborhood of the diagonal of A X A, let VB be a Bx B neighborhood of the diagonal of BxB, and let ta,tb be maps from VA X I, VB X I, respectively, to X such that Then X is LEC and there is a local connecting map j for X such that ta is defined at each point of (A X A X I) fï domain r and agrees with t there.
Proof. Define a map u from (X -A) X (X -A) X I to I by
Observe that u(x,y,0) = u(x,y, 1) = u(x,x,I) = 0 for all x,yEX -A. The precautions taken before its definition insure that X is a function. X has the connecting property on V and agrees with ta on iA X A X I) C\(VX I). It is clear that X is continuous at (x0,y0,t0) E VX I if (x0,y0)
EiX-A)XiX-A) or if (x0,y0) is in the interior of (X X A) U (A X X).
It remains to prove continuity when jx0,y0) G Bd((X -A) X iX -A)). So suppose x0G Bd(X -A) and y0EX -A. Then X(x0,y0,f) = rA(x0,y0,i) for all tElLet t > 0 and, in the following, suppose (x,y)G VniiX-A)XiX-A)).
To prove that X is continuous at (x0,y0, i0) it is sufficient to show, for (x,y) close enough to (x0,y0), that d(X(x,y,í),X(x0,y0,í)) <« for all t.
If x0 = y0, the argument is trivial, since in that case X(x0, x0,1) = TAix0, x0,1) = tbÍXo, x0, /) = x0.
So suppose x0 7^ yo-By using the connecting property of tb and (c), it is easily seen that there exist b0> 0, t0> 0 such that d(\(x,y,t),\(x0,y0,t)) < t whenever d(x,x0) < 5o,d(y,y0) < 50, and either t < t0 or t > 1 -t0. Next pick 0 < 5X < 50 such that
whenever d(x, x0)<5x and d(y,y0)<5i. Finally choose 0 < b < 5X, such that d(TA(x,y,í),TA(x0,y0,í)) <«, for all t E I, whenever d(x, x0) < 5 and diy,y0) <&. Now suppose d(x,x0) < 5,d(y,y0) < 5. By the choice of bx, we have w(x,y, t) = 1 and X(x,y, t) = rAix,y,t) whenever t0 ^ 11¿ 1 -t0. Hence, by the fact that X(x0,y0,i) = r,i(xo,yo,<) and by the choices of b0 and ô, we have d(X(x,y,i),X(x0,y0,0) <« for all t. This completes the proof that X is continuous.
Since W is open and X has the connecting property on the neighborhood V of the diagonal in W X W, there is a smaller neighborhood Vw of the diagonal in W X W such that X(VVx J) C W. Hence W is an LEC with local connecting map tw= X\VWX I. Now observe that X -A is an open subspace of the LEC space B, so that X is the union of the two open LEC spaces W and X -A. By Theorem 5, X is LEC and there is a local connecting map t for X that agrees with tw on domain t-(X -A) X (X -A) X I and, in particular, with ta on (A X A X I) D domain t.
Theorem 7. A neighborhood retract A of a metrizable LEC space X is also an LEC space. Moreover, if X is a local connecting map for A, then there is a local connecting map t for X such that X is defined at each point of (A X A X I) D domain t and agrees with t there.
for each a G A we can choose an open neighborhood Ua of a small enough that the sets (uanA)x(uanA),(uanB)xr(uanB),r(uanB)x(uanB), and r(Ua) X r(Ua) are all contained in^UVj. VA = U { Ua X Ua\a E A \ is an XxX neighborhood of the diagonal of AxA. Define rA(x,y,t)
for ix,y,t)EVAXl by f r(x,r(x),3t), if O^i^ 1/3, taÍx, y,t) = \ ririx), riy), 3i -1), if 1/3 í t ^ 2/3, (r(r(y),y,3i-2), if 2/3 á t á 1.
It is easy to see that VA, Vb,ta,tb satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1, and hence that X is an LEC.
Using simpler but analogous arguments one can also obtain the following two theorems. Theorem 9 . A retract A of a metrizable EC space is also an EC space. Moreover, if X is a connecting map for A, then there is a connecting map for X which agrees with X ore A X A X I. Theorem 10. Let A,B be two closed sets in a metrizable space X such that X = A U B and A C\B is a retract of X. Then A and B are EC iff X is EC.
